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Introduction

The FCO is at the centre of policy making
on international issues in Whitehall.
We are the experts in government
at analysing and influencing what is
happening overseas and in turning this
into clear and well-judged policy advice
for Ministers. So it is important that
we do it really well. That is what the
International Policy Skills initiative is all
about: improving our capability and
making the process more systematic
so that we can pass the skill on to new
generations of FCO staff.
The central part of that initiative is the
International Policy Skills Framework.
It is an easy-to-use, logical and simple
process. It should enable us to develop
policymaking skills in the organisation
and to demystify the process.

others. That kind of coaching remains
important, but it is not enough. We
need to explain what we do clearly,
and hand it on to each other so we can
all become better at it. That is why I
look to you all to embrace, and to use,
the Framework and the Handbook. I
particularly want the leadership of the
FCO to take the responsibility of using
it themselves and encouraging their
teams to do likewise, so that we all
become familiar with the process and
terminology. It should become a natural
part of our thought process. That way
we will do policy better, and represent
British interests better as a result.

This Handbook tells us all how to use
that framework. It is simple, short,
and easy to use. It leads but is not
prescriptive. And it is also a living
document which we can amend over
time in the light of experience.
We do much of this already. But we
have not taught it explicitly We have
often relied on our staff to pick up
the skills or to learn indirectly from
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Sir Peter Ricketts
Permanent Under-Secretary of State

Part I: The Basics

International Policy Capability
1. The FCO’s international policy
capability is:
> our capacity to change the actions
of other governments, international
organisations, and groupings or
individuals outside the authority or
jurisdiction of the British Government to
achieve objectives set by HMG…
> …through effective deployment of
the right mixture of competences, skills
and knowledge by the individuals and
organisations carrying it out.
2. This booklet describes the central
element of our international policy
capability: the FCO’s International
Policy Framework (IPF).
The International Policy
Framework (IPF)
3. The IPF is set out on page 2. It is
an easy-to-use framework intended
to help break down the complexity of
the international affairs environment
and to allow us to develop effective
international policy. Everyone doing
policy work will quickly realise the
benefit of using it and should do so as a
matter of course.

Why do we need it?
4. The main thing that distinguishes
international policy from other types
of policy work is the relative volatility
and lack of control over the context,
or “external environment”. The
FCO’s external environment literally
encompasses the whole world and,
needless to say, nothing ever stands still.
We have a huge number and variety
of stakeholders (meaning individuals
and groups who can affect or who
are affected by the policy in question
– including spoilers and blockers) and
comparatively few levers with which to
influence them. And we have to make
sense of masses of information that is
ambiguous, volatile, unpredictable and
even irrational.
5. We need a tool that helps us make
sense of that environment and allows us
to form good policy within it.
What is it?
6. The IPF consists of six steps:
> establishing the vision or the
objectives we (the UK) want to achieve
and why (“Why is this issue for us?”)
> analysing the situation and context
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(“What is happening?”);
> considering the possible outcomes,
including those beyond our control
(“What might happen next?”)
> developing policy: courses of action
designed to move towards the outcomes
we want, and away from those we don’t.
“What should we do?” (which may mean
doing nothing).
> implementation and delivery (“How
do we go about it?”)
> achieving actual Results (“What are we
achieving?”)
And, throughout, constantly checking
whether things are actually working
as intended (feedback) and adjusting
the earlier stages as necessary. In
real life, this may mean going round the
“feedback loop” numerous times, often at
top speed.

leading to thorough analysis, soundly
based decisions and effective
implementation;
> demystify policy; make it easier to learn
and develop policy skills over the course
of a career; and easier to teach and pass
these on to people new to policy work
which should be formed bottom up;
> standardise terminology and
approaches across the FCO (and others
doing international affairs work), achieve
consistency, make it easier to explain
things to each other and thus produce
better policy.
When should you use it?
8. The IPF can and should be used in
any area of international policy, whether
your focus is a country, an international
organisation, or a theme such as climate
change, consular, migration or counterterrorism.

Using the IPF: The Big Picture

> enable us to paint the big picture
quickly and simply, linking each person’s
job and each piece of work into a
coherent whole;

If you are doing a major review of
strategy then you will want to go through
the whole process. Otherwise, it is not
necessary to go through the whole
framework starting with Step 1 every
time you do a piece of policy work. But
the process will work best if everybody
involved:

> ensure that all angles are considered;

> keeps the IPF as a whole in mind either

7. Adopting a single, standard framework
for all international policy work is
intended to:
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as a piece of “mental furniture” or as a
basic piece of written briefing, e.g. for
new arrivals.
> uses it explicitly when writing
submissions, briefing, annual country
business plans etc;
> relates each individual piece of work or
meeting to the big picture, even when
events move at a very fast pace (as they
do).
9. This is because it helps everyone to
see where they fit in and what their
responsibilities are. Usually many people
will be working simultaneously on the
same policy, and different people will
contribute to different parts of the
framework.
> for example, a desk officer submitting
to Ministers will be doing so because
something in the world has changed
which changes the analysis (Step 2),
makes an outcome more or less likely
(Step 3), and may then call for an
adjustment in policy (Step 4).
> policy staff overseas, and Specialists
(such as research analysts, legal advisers,
communications staff) will be contributing
information to feed into the analysis (Step
2), or helping develop policy options to
put to Ministers
(Step 4).

> staff overseas running a programme,
lobbying governments, or seeking to
change opinion through campaigns
will be working on Delivery and
Implementation (Step 5).
10. So keep it in mind. Use the
terminology. Keep the framework to
hand and, if you can, on your desk.
Get used to using it and we will find we
understand the world, and each other,
better.

Part II: Using the IPF:
Step by Step
11. To state the obvious:
> the steps should ideally be
followed in order. Although the IPF
has a degree of inbuilt flexibility, there is
no point rushing on to the later stages
without getting the earlier stages right.
That would be a recipe for building
policy on shaky foundations.
> equally, because the world is
constantly changing, it is essential to
keep returning to the earlier stages
to check that the vision, analysis and
assumptions about outcomes are still
valid and adjust as necessary.
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12. This part of the Handbook briefly
describes how to work through the
steps and offers a few tools. As with a
normal toolbox, you don’t have to use
every tool every time: select the most
appropriate tool for the job.
Step 1 – Vision / objectives
13.The essential first step is to be clear
about what we are trying to achieve
and why we (the UK, the FCO) are
interested in this problem.
14.“Vision” refers to the ultimate goal,
which is unlikely to change over the
very long term. It should be ambitious
and stretching, but also realistic. It will
also encompass aspects of UK policy
which are fundamental to the way we
operate in the world, excluding at this
early stage, for example, policy choices
which involve human rights violations,
trade protectionism, violation of Treaty
commitments, and so on.
15.“Objectives” are specific, which
can be fairly long-term goals which,
if achieved, will help make the vision
into reality. In the FCO’s case these are
stated in the Departmental Strategic
Objectives (DSOs [link]). It is usually
fairly obvious which of the DSOs a
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given policy will contribute towards,
so we will almost never need to come
up with a new vision or objectives
from scratch. Between them the DSOs
encompass everything the FCO does –
both corporately and individually.

Step 2 - Analysis
16. The next step is to build a thorough
appreciation of the situation or
context. This means:
> scanning past and current
environments
> collecting information from a variety
of sources, both internal (including from
specialists, posts and communications)
and external
> drawing the big picture;
> picking out the most important points;
> identifying trends, what is changing
and what that may mean;
> and be aware of what we cannot
know (the curve-bal).l
17. There are some simple ways of
making sense of this complexity, though
there is no one right way of doing so.
18. One tool is to list the main Political,
Economic, Social and Technological
forces at play, especially those that are in

flux. This is known as a PEST analysis. A
more elaborate variant is PESTLE, adding
Legal and Environmental aspects as well.
19. Another is to identify the main
stakeholders correctly. Identifying
common interests and building
partnerships with key stakeholders can
help get things done; as well as share
the burden and risk. Stakeholders can
be grouped into:
> internal i.e. Ministers, the Board, FCO
Directorates, staff etc;
> near stakeholders that the FCO can
influence such as other UK Government
Departments or NGOs implementing
FCO-funded projects; or customers of
our services; and
> far stakeholders over whom the FCO

HMG ability to influence
the stakeholder
Stakeholder’s influence
on the problem

(High)

(Low)

(High)

has no control, such as foreign countries
and their governments, international
organisations, Parliament, public opinion
at home and abroad, the media, NGOs,
companies, communities, etc.
20. It can then help to plot stakeholders
on a matrix according to HMG’s ability
to influence them, and their influence
over (or degree of interest in) the policy
in question. Those in the top right offer
the most immediate opportunities, but
moving others towards the top is also
crucial to success.
21. A third tool is to be clear about the
resources and capabilities available to
implement the policy. This does not have
to be elaborate; a simple list with cost/
benefit analysis may be enough, broken
down into:
> resources: the financial (including
access to centralised funding), physical
(such as buildings), human and intangible
(such as knowledge) assets available;
> capabilities: the processes through
which resources are combined and
co-ordinated in order to be used
productively (such as good management
and communication).
22. The availability and quality of these
will affect implementation and delivery of

(Low)
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25. One way of identifying different
possible outcomes is scenario planning
using a 2x2 matrix. The skill lies in
23. But more important than any of these choosing the two axes: there is almost
limitless scope. It is generally best to
specific tools is to be systematic and
objective l in your analysis of the situation. pick factors that will have the greatest
impact and/or where there is most
Systematic because then you won’t
uncertainty about the direction in which
miss any of the aspects of the situation.
events could go (i.e. where there is the
And objective – even if this is awkward
greatest range of possible outcomes).
politically or organisationally – because
it’s very unlikely the policy can be correct
26. As a simplified example, a given
if it is based on a misleading picture of
Country X could be plotted on the matrix
what is going on or false assumptions.
below according to (a) its level
Step 3 - Identify alternative
outcomes
(High)
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(Low)

Country

x

Co-operation
with UK

(Low)

(High)

24.Outcomes are actual changes in the
real world. Most of them we cannot
control, but can only hope to influence.
In the past the FCO has sometimes
tended to jump straight from Step 2
(analysis) to Step 4 - deciding upon what
we wanted to happen and working
out how to get there - as if this was
something we could control. Step 3 of
the IPF is meant to force us to stop and
think through what could happen,
especially when things are beyond our
control, as international events usually
are. This in turn should help us identify
and consider other options, including
revising fallback positions and any red
lines.

Level of development

the policy and may determine whether a
given policy is feasible at all.

of development (taken from the UN
Human Development Index) and (b) its
willingness and capacity to work with
the UK in a range of areas: counterproliferation, trade, etc.

Economic/human
development
but limited
co-operation
with UK

Development
and closer
partnership
with UK

Goes
backwards in
all respects

Stays poor but
co-operates
with the UK
more closely

27. Over the next few years this country
could move in any of the four directions,
leading to different possible scenarios.
28. Clearly, it is in UK interests for
Country X to move towards the top
right and the policy developed in Step
4 will be designed to achieve this.
However, in real life Country X could
move in any of the four directions
(though we might think one is more
likely than another) and the policy needs
to take account of this. The framework
forces us to. What happens if we can’t
get the perfect outcome? Do we have

a preference between the top left and
bottom right? Does it matter?
29. But you do not need to use a matrix
to design alternative outcomes. It is
equally valid simply to draw up a list of
possibilities – provided you think you have
captured all of them. The important thing
is to think hard about all the possible
things that can happen no matter how
remote the chance, including doing
damage.
Step 4 - Policy development
30. Step 4 is crucial because it is the
point at which decisions are made.
31. As a rule of thumb, Step 4 is the point
at which Ministers should be consulted
and given the material that will enable
them to make policy decisions: i.e., to
decide upon courses of action designed
to keep moving in the chosen direction.
And if, later on, anything fundamentally
changes the analysis (Steps 1-3) or if
things turn out unexpectedly in practice
(Steps 5-6), Ministers should be informed
and given new, updated policy options.
32. In Step 4 you need to do three 		
things:
> which outcome? Decide which of the
possible outcomes we most want to see
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and why.
> how to get there? Decide what
options we have to achieve the
outcome we most want to see

may not be obvious, e.g. the political
value of projects and programmes.
Think about the risks involved.

> what if things don’t work out? Decide
how we would handle it if things don’t
go as we wish – and remember this may
be the most likely thing in real life, not a
remote possibility.

35. What if it doesn’t work out? Ask
yourself how we can reduce the
likelihood of things going wrong;
and, if they do anyway, how do we
minimise the risk of damage to us?
How can we mitigate the risk?

33. Which outcome? It may be obvious
which outcome from Step 3 we would
prefer. It may be less so. You will need
to discuss.

36. Ministers will usually want to
know about the risks of the proposed
course of action and of things going
awry. The UK media and Parliamentary

34. How to get there? The skill here
is to work out how to manage,
influence, or change the actions of
others (governments, international
organisations, groupings, e.g. media
or Parliament, or individuals) so as to
maximise the chances of getting the
outcome we most want. There may
be several possibilities here. Some may
involve committing more resources
(time, money, effort) than others.
Moreover, if we have more than one
preferred option (e.g. if two would be
equally desirable), you may need to give
two sets of options accordingly. Think
about what tools, levers and influence
HMG has to implement the policy. Some
11

Impact

Likelihood

context will be important to consider
here. A simple way to think about
risks is to plot them according to their
likelihood and impact,

then concentrate on mitigating the most
serious ones (the top right corner).

> state why this is an issue for us; what
and whom do we want to change?
(Step1)

37. How do you evaluate these
options? There is no hard and fast way.
Sometimes you will be looking at hard
criteria, e.g. costs. Sometimes they will
be more subjective and depend on your
own judgement and experience. The
better the analysis, the less scope there
is for poor judgement. It’s always good
to ask yourself these questions of any
recommendations:

> outline the situation and, in particular,
what is changing and why (Step 2)
> identify what could happen (Step 3)

> is this legal? Under international and
domestic law. Take advice if you have
doubts.
> is this achievable? Do we have the
resources and capacity to achieve it? Is
there too great a risk of it going wrong?
> what else would be affected?
> is this wise? Only your own
judgement can guide you here.
Putting policy options in writing
38. You will often need to pull all these
threads together into a single document
(often a policy submission). The golden
rule is: clear thinking will produce
clear communication. It is not necessary
to show all the workings (there will
be far too much by this stage). It is
necessary to:

> i dentify and evaluate policy options
(Step 4)
> outline how the policy options will be
implemented (Step 5) and
> identify how their impact will be
measured (Step 6)
Step 5 - Implementation and Delivery
39. Step 5 is about implementing
Government policy; putting the policy
into practice. That means changing
or managing the actions of others in
order to achieve our policy. This in turn
involves:
> communicating: conveying information
and messages to stakeholders, orally or in
writing, face to face or remotely;
> influencing: persuading others to
see things our way and act as force
multipliers; and
> negotiating: moving others towards
outcomes we want, in particular
through formal negotiations with other
Governments, bilaterally or in international
organisations.
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40. These are activities and outputs
we do control and are accountable
for. There is a tremendous amount of
advice, guidance, and training available
from various sources. Some, but by
no means all, of it is provided by HMG.
Some places to start are in the annex.

> the most important points to
convey with a view to influencing the
stakeholders in the ways we want. That
involves not just delivering messages
but thinking about how to deal with
counter-repsonses, or questions that
may be achieved by others

Briefing and lobbying instructions

> what you must not concede (bottom
lines or “red lines”)

41. Implementing international policy
is a huge team effort. Step 5 is usually
the point at which desk officers in
London will need to mobilise and
co-ordinate others through briefing
(especially for Ministers) and lobbying
instructions which can also be used
to collect information (for posts). A
communications/media strategy will
also be needed.
42. The key question to ask is: if I were
in that person’s shoes, what would I
need to know? You would certainly
need to know:
> why we are involved in this area at all
(step 1);
> the policy decided by Ministers
(Step 4);
> why the meeting in question is
important (usually because it is a
chance to influence key stakeholders);
and
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Reporting from posts
43. Equally, the reports sent back from
Posts (often as eGrams) will be most
useful when linked to the IPF. Has
something happened in the host country
which changes the analysis in Step 2
and perhaps even that we are still asking
the right question(s) in Step 1? Has
the meeting, lobbying or negotiation
in question succeeded in influencing
stakeholders, getting them to change
their actions?
Programme and project management
44. Often the most coherent way to
implement a given policy will be as a
single programme, bringing together all
the different pieces of work and projects
intended to deliver the stated outcome.
There are many tools and good practice
for programme and project management
(link).

Step 6 - Results
45. Monitoring results can be particularly
difficult in international policy because
the world is so complex and everything
is changing so fast. Often the situation
will have changed along the way, which
will have changed the analysis, options,
policy and delivery plans. Nevertheless,
it is vital to try to determine by sound
evaluation whether the policy is
achieving what it is supposed to. What
is its impact? What is actually changing
in the real world and is this as a result of
action by HMG or not?
46. This means:
> having criteria and performance
indicators by which to judge the
effectiveness of the policy, which could
be similar to those applied in Step 4,
adapted to the policy in question
> being objective and realistic.
It is no good deluding ourselves and
thinking the policy is working if it isn’t,
or thinking international developments
are thanks to us if they would have
happened anyway.
Feedback and Review
47. It is no good doing all this only
once. You need to ensure there is a

continual process of review and revision,
or a re-think,. Doing this and acting
on it can be critical. We can safely say
international policy will never turn out as
intended or expected. So it will always
be necessary to keep returning to the
earlier steps, including if necessary to
Step 1, and working through them again
in the light of events.
And finally…
48. What you have just read is a simple
guide to doing international policy.
There is much more to it. But as you do
more of it you will get more experienced,
your judgement better, and the steps
will become second nature. You will
run through the process more quickly
and find yourself producing policy
recommendations more effectively and
in a better judged way. That has always
been true. What you will also be able to
do – we hope – is explain better what
you are doing, how you are doing it,
and why it’s the right way to do it. So
keep the six steps in mind, use them
explicitly, and encourage others to do
likewise. As a result, we will pass on our
policy capability better and more quickly;
and we will become a better skilled
organisation as a consequence.
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ANNEX

Definitions / Terminology
Vision refers both to the ultimate goal which is unlikely to change over the very long term, and
to the way in which any conceivable HMG will wish to operate in pursuit of its aims.
Objectives are specific, fairly long term goals which, if achieved, will help make the vision into
reality. In the FCO’s case these are stated in the Departmental Strategic Objectives (DSOs – link)
Strategy refers to the big picture; the whole framework. A strategy includes both a clearly
defined set of long term objectives and a conscious plan to achieve them. Doing the IPF fully is
the same thing as the FCO competence of “Strategic Thinking”.
Policy is subordinate to strategy. Policies are deliberately chosen patterns of activity or courses of
action designed to keep moving in the chosen direction.
Outcomes are actual changes in the real world, even those that are beyond our control.
Options are choices: possible courses of action to choose between in an attempt to control or at
least influence the outcomes.
Stakeholders are individuals and groups who can affect or who are affected by the policy in
question

Useful Links
Policy skills homepage
https://www.fconet.fco.gov.uk/Doing+my+Job/Good+Practice/PolicySkills/default.htm
Programme and project management
The programme management toolkit
https://www.fconet.fco.gov.uk/Doing+my+Job/Good+Practice/ProgrammeMngtToolkit/
Good practice homepage (includes links to Conflict toolbox, Communication
homepage, Parliamentary guidance, etc)
https://www.fconet.fco.gov.uk/Doing+my+Job/Good+Practice/
Virtual learning resource centre (includes link to Ashridge
– note: password and login required)
https://www.fconet.fco.gov.uk/Human+Resources/YourJob/Learning/VLRC/default.htm
Ashridge “Strategy pocket book” (includes many strategy tools)
http://tools.ashridge.org.uk/ashridge/vlrc.nsf/site/EBstrategy.htm/$file/strategy.pdf
National School of Government
http: //www.nationalschool.gov.uk/
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